Abstract. Classifier combination falls in the so called machine learning area. Its aim is to combine some classification paradigms in order to improve the individual accuracy of the component classifiers. Classifier hierarchies are an alternative among the several methods of classifier combination. In this paper we present new results about a recently proposed hierarchy construction method. Experiments have been carried out over 42 databases from the UCI repository, showing an improvement over the performance of the base classifiers.
Introduction
In the last years different approaches to improve the performance of a single classifier have been studied in the machine learning community, being one of them the combination of classifiers. There are very different manners to combine classifiers, most of which have been found to improve accuracy over single classifiers [3] . Several approaches have been studied, among them: bagging [5] , that uses more than one model of the same paradigm in order to reduce errors; boosting [6] , in which a different weight is given to different training examples looking for a better accuracy; bi-layer classifiers [4] where several models from different paradigms are combined in a parallel mode, using the individual decision of each one as predictor variable for a new classifier which takes the final decision; there are some other combination approach in serial or semi-parallel architectures [7] . Other way is to build a classifier hierarchy, constructed in the shape of a tree. This hierarchy could be learned in a recursive mode, using a top-down approach to select the classifier of each of the edges, taking into account the data.
In this paper we continue the work presented in [8] , where the authors define a new hierarchy construction method and make a search in the space of all possible hierarchies by means of a genetic algorithm. Here we show that good results could also be achieved by a pure random search. Our results have been obtained over 42 databases from the UCI repository, three times as much databases than in the original paper, where only 14 were analyzed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief introduction to the hierarchical model of combination of classifiers. In section 3 how to construct an actual model from a hierarchy of classifiers is described. Section 4 is devoted to the experimental setup and results obtained, while the final section presents the conclusions and points out the future work.
Hierarchy of Classifiers
As mentioned above, the combination of multiple classifiers has been intensively studied with the aim of improving the individual accuracy of individual components. It has been shown that in many domains an ensemble of classifiers outperforms any of its single components.
According to the architecture used to combine different single classifiers, Lu [11] cites three possible configurations: cascaded, parallel and hierarchical. The characteristics of these architectures are:
-In a cascaded system, the classification results generated by a classifier are often used to direct the classification processes of successive classifiers. The main problem in this method is that errors made by previous classifiers are not recoverable by the successive classifiers. -In a parallel system, there is a true integration of knowledge of different sources, generated independently. If the decision process is well designed, the overall system may reach peak performance. -In a hierarchical system, the control strategy is a combination of cascaded and parallel processing. The approach analyzed in this paper falls within the hierarchical model [12] . A possibility to form this hierarchy is to arrange the single classifiers in a tree. In such a representation, a new case runs the following path: starting at the root node, the instance is classified according to the model associated to that node; then a test is performed on the outcome of the model and, according to the result, a branch is selected and the process continues until the case reaches a leaf, and the outcome of the model at this stage is returned. See Figure 1 for an example.
The idea behind this procedure is that the mistakes a classifier makes can be the input to another classifier, in such a way that this one could discover some patterns in the mistakes. Iteration of this procedure leads to a hierarchy (or tree) of classifiers.
Induction of Individual Classifiers in a Single Hierarchy
Given a hierarchy schemata, the classifiers corresponding to each node should be induced. To do that, we apply a recursive algorithm similar to the so called Top Down Induction of Decision Trees [14] as shown in Figure 2 .
Classifier learning(DB, C, H)
Input: a Database DB containing m cases for a classification problem having C possible categories, and a hierarchy H. Output: The classification model for each of the node in the hierarchy.
Learn the classifier of the root node from the whole Database DB. For each of the c possible class values, construct a database DB(c=i) Initialize DB(c=i) to an empty set for all the classes. Using a validation technique, do the following for the cases in DB: Classify the case using the root model. Let j be the classification obtained Add the case to DB(c=j) Call recursively to this "Classifier Learning" algorithm for each of the nodes pending from the root node, using as input the obtained databases and the corresponding subpart of the hierarchy Classifier Learning
Fig. 2. Classifier induction process for a given hierarchy
The following example will help to understand this process. Given the hierarchy in Figure 1 and supposing that the hierarchy is built with three classifier paradigms (I = 3), for a two-class problem. Let us denote the two classes as Yes, No. It is necessary to build the classifier model for each of the nodes in the tree that forms the hierarchy. Let us name Example.data the datafile where all the available instances corresponding to our classification problem are collected. The procedure is as follows:
-The classifier in the root node of the hierarchy is constructed using all the cases in Example.data -The classifier in every node different from the root is constructed in the following way:
• Get the database which was used to build the classifier at the parent node.
• Divide the database into n folds of the same size.
• For each fold, classify each case in the fold using the model induced by the remaining n-1 folds.
• If class of case = yes, add it to Exampleyes.data else add it to Exampleno.data.
• Induce the corresponding models using the obtained databases.
• In our setup the number of folds is 7, according to the results shown in [9] .
Experimental Setup and Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we have carried out an experiment over 42 databases from the UCI repository [13] . In our experimental setup we have chosen four base classifiers: ID3 [14] , C4.5 [16] , Naive Bayes [15] and IB1 [1] , available in MLC ++ libraries [2] .
The criterion to define the fitness of a hierarchy is the performance of a 5 × 2 cross validation over each database [10] . In Table 1 are presented the accuracies of the four base classifiers. In boldface is shown the best of all four.
As a first approach, we have chosen 200 random three-level hierarchies, as well as 500 random four-level hierarchies. In Table 2 the best accuracy obtained by a hierarchy is shown under the label Best depth 3 and Best depth 4, for hierarchies of three and four levels respectively. In Relative best base the number of hierarchies found better than the best of the base classifiers is shown under the Wins label, along with the number of hierarchies that tie, under the Ties label. From these tables it is observed that, when restricted to hierarchies of three levels, a best results than the best case classifier is obtained in 23 out of 42 databases, while there are 16 ties and only in three cases the best hierarchy performs worse than the best base classifier. When evaluating the hierarchies of four levels, the results are similar, though a bit better (+23 =18 -1).
Other experiment has been carried out, this time evaluating all possible twolevel hierarchies in the 26 two-classes problems out of the 42 original databases. As there are four different possibilities in the root node (the four base classifiers) and five in each of the two branches corresponding to each class (the four base classifiers and the possibility of being a leaf), a total of 5×5×4 = 100 hierarchies have been studied. Results are shown in Table 3 . Best result stands for the best result of a no-simple hierarchy. Root classifier is the classifier at the root node of the previously cited hierarchy. And Best base classifier is the best performing among the base classifier along with its accuracy. From this table we observe that the root node of the best no-simple classifier matches the best base classifier in 17 out of 26 databases, suggesting that a greedy search could be of interest, instead of simply a random search or something more demanding as a genetic search. It has also to be noticed that, even in the cases (9 out of 26 databases) where the root classifier in the best hierarchy does not match with the best base classifier, there are other hierarchies which outperform that best single classifier, using that classifier as root node.
Conclusions and Future Work
New results about a recently proposed hierarchy construction method have been presented in this paper. Experiments have been carried out over 42 databases from the UCI repository, with hierarchies of two, three and four levels. Our results with a random search over three and four levels suggest that it could be possible to implement a greedy search instead of a genetic search. The small improvement obtained with four levels over the three levels hierarchies suggest that three could be the ideal number of levels in a hierarchy. Experiments over two level hierarchies show that usually the root classifier in the best no-simple hierarchy matches with the best base classifier, suggesting the convenience of starting the greedy search with the best base classifier as root node of the hierarchy. Future work involves more detailed research on greedy search, with problems with more of two classes, as well with three or more level hierarchies. Research about the best number of levels of hierarchies are going to be conducted too.
